Members Present: Jerry Anthony, Greg Black, Carol Haack, Dave Martin, Larry Robertson

Members Absent: John Beldon Scott, Caroline Brigham, Ryan Delves, Palle Jorgensen, Tabatha Ries-Miller, Christine Rutledge-Russell

Others Present: Shawn Albaugh Kleppe, Don Guckert, Rod Lehnertz, Becky Soglin

Call to Order: Jerry Anthony called the meeting to order.

Previous Minutes: Minutes of the April 25, 2011, CPC meeting were approved as distributed.

DISCUSSION / ACTION ITEM(S):

Golf Training Facility – Construct Facility

Rod Lehnertz provided a brief review of the Golf Training Facility project and the slight modifications to the design.

The project consists of constructing an approximate 8,000 gsf building at the Finkbine Golf Course to accommodate indoor training/practice space for the University of Iowa men’s and women’s golf team at the west end of the existing outdoor driving range on the Finkbine Golf Course.

The updated design, incorporating committee members’ suggestions, illustrated low-slung, single-story, prairie-style structure with the main entrance of the facility facing west conforming to the area’s topography and providing more accommodating access from the parking lot. The exterior elements included cementious lap and laminated vertical wood siding. Slight changes to the window design were noted.

Discussion included energy features of the building, snow loads on the roof, the use and installation of signage for the facility, and communication with area residents.

The committee endorsed the updated design.

Power Plant – Conveyor Gallery

This project replaces the dense phase coal transport system with a safer, more energy efficient belt conveyor. The conveyor, located inside an inclined weather/water/dust-tight enclosure, will be erected immediately west of the Plant’s river side walls. The existing coal gallery, visible from Riverside Drive to the west, will be removed.

The rectangular conveyor enclosure in the red color scheme was endorsed by committee members at a previous meeting. It has been recommended by UE&M that the shape of the conveyor enclosure be of a cylindrical configuration instead of rectangular.

Committee members endorsed the change in design of the enclosure.
Work on the Pentacrest

Rod Lehnertz reported on projects taking place on the Pentacrest during the summer semester. They include the installation of handrails near select building entrances and replacement of the Pentacrest perimeter pipe rail.

WORK SESSION REPORTS

Burlington Street Dam Signage
Updates to the Burlington Street Dam Signage proposal, after incorporation of CPC members' suggestions, were presented.

Further recommendations by the committee included eliminating one of two signs from both the Hancher Bridge and IMU Footbridge and centering the remaining sign on the center span of each. Suggestions for the pedestrian markers on the Burlington Street Bridge included adjusting the locations only slightly for better visibility.

The updated proposal, with the additional recommendations, was supported by the committee.

Field House Exterior Signage
A proposal for exterior signage designating the entrances for the Field House was presented.

Discussion included the intent of this exterior signage to draw attention to the two main entrances of the facility, the use of logos and how they are accounted for in the Campus Signage Policy, and balancing the look of the arches with wording over both arches instead of the use of the logo.

Suggestions for the west entrance included relocating signage closer to the entrance or a ground mounted sign.

The committee asked to see refined images that incorporate their suggestions before proceeding.

College of Public Health Building Exterior Signage
A proposal for exterior building and college signage for the College of Public Health Administration Building was presented.

The committee endorsed the proposal as presented.

Indoor Practice Facility
Updated schematic designs for Athletics Indoor Practice Facility were presented.

The committee supported proceeding with the design phase of the Indoor Practice Facility, though challenging the design team to develop elements that will enhance this facility. There was a recommendation to return with a design that would show the east façade and its integration into the Phase 2 addition.

BookMarks - BookArt in Johnson County
The proposal for placement of sculptures in various locations on campus as part of the UNESCO City of Literature BookMarks – BookArt in Johnson County project was revisited.

Discussion included using these pieces as commercial advertising, links to the University of Iowa’s literary history, legal trademark and licensing concerns, intended locations, and responsibility for removal of graffiti.

Members of the committee present stated that the Campus Planning Committee had not had an opportunity to provide sufficient oversight of project design and that members of the committee present do not support outside placement of the intended sculptures.

It was reported that, following communicating with Tysen Kendig, the VP of University Relations, the BookMarks: BookArt in Johnson County project was proceeding unless risk management concerns were raised. It was also
reported that Don passed along to Tysen John Beldon Scott's letter summarizing the Committee's concerns and position with this particular project.

ADJOURNED

The meeting was adjourned at 10:55 a.m.